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EDITOR’S NOTE

A WORD FROM

This Global Interconnect event
completes a busy year of testing of
Photo
Carrier Ethernet ENNI services for
EANTC. Since February 2010, we
have staged three showcases with
a total of twelve participating
carriers and evaluated individual
Carsten Rossenhövel
service offerings across eight
Managing Director
EANTC AG
countries. We have witnessed
great solutions and have seen substantial progress
by recurring participants in just a few months. The
vendors supporting the third phase of our test
program — Alcatel-Lucent, MRV, and Spirent —
have demonstrated that they master the topic.

While addressing the requirements
for
recently-defined
Ethernet services in pre-existing
network
topologies
during
phases I & II of the "Carrier
Ethernet Global Interconnect"
Michael Böhlert
campaign, ancotel excited to
Vice President of
Technology & Consulting, show in this phase how service
ancotel
providers can gain value from
these findings. Assembling topologies with CFM or
Service OAM mechanisms is driving Global Interconnect to the meaning it should have: mapping
classes of service and Service OAM at both sides of
the interconnection and the Ethernet Service
description. But there’s more work to do! Registering
valuable definitions for service implementations with
MEF23 and MEF26 standardized ENNI interconnects become the key for service definitions.
Realizing the proposition of Ethernet services built on
generic terms is that piece of work that explains why
nobody appreciates how difficult it was. While
accepting those challenges from customers, "doing"
Global Interconnect was just one step on the way.
Customers can expect to receive this expertise from
those Global Interconnect offerings while vendors are
asked to master these challenges by implementing
appropriate templates on their products working
hand-in-hand together with those needs required by
the local area market as well as more global Ethernet
services. At ancotel this means: The wait is over!
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management and
performance monitoring support is becoming a key
differentiator. Performance management topics was
important to evaluate for participants although
PARTICIPANTS
clearly the bulk amount of carrier interconnections
do not reflect this advanced level yet, and enterprise
customers rarely demand them. In any case, moreOperators
Service Names
than-minimum-subset Carrier Ethernet services will be
Beeline
EPL (Ethernet Private Line)
a key competitive differentiator and a way to
monetize an offering in competitive future markets.
In reality, though, even the participants — and more
so, some of the carriers that informed us they had to
decline this time — are plagued by lack of resources
to configure and troubleshoot advanced Carrier
Ethernet service topics, missing industry solutions for
non-trivial service provisioning, and the need for upto-date, vendor-neutral technical tutorials. Naturally,
competitive operators get along with this situation
better than incumbent carriers. Configuration of
differentiated service levels, fault and performance
management took much more time than the testing
itself in each of the three phases this year, including
the current one.
Our tests showed reassuring support of basic Carrier
Ethernet E-Line services across the board. In some
cases, we were even able to test bandwidth profiles,
fault management and performance monitoring with
great success. This white paper is designed to report
progress and to serve as a guide to state of the art
solutions for wholesale service providers and enterprises.
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INTRODUCTION

TEST SCENARIO

It is no longer appropriate to consider Carrier
Ethernet standards, or the respective products on the
market, immature. Of course there is still more work
to be done here, however given the progress the
MEF has shifted focus on the next phase of this
problem — Global Interconnect. How can services
be defined in a manner which is comparable
amongst providers? How can two (or more)
operators be interconnected to form an end-to-end
service where neither of them have complete
coverage? The customer-facing User Network
Interface (UNI) has been standardized since 2005,
and in January 2010 the MEF ratified the External
Network-Network Interface (ENNI) specification,
defining details for Carrier Ethernet service interconnection across network operators. The goal is to
provide a common ground and understanding for
services and their interfaces, improving interoperability of Carrier Ethernet across operators and
customers. We set up this test program with exactly
this goal: To validate and improve ENNI interworking across network operators worldwide.

In our scenario, we simulate two separate customers
("Customer A" and "Customer B") with points of
presence in various locations in Europe and USA.
These customers each purchase multiple Ethernet
Virtual Private Line (EVPL) services from a wholesale
provider, whose implements these services by
leasing Operator Virtual Circuits (OVC) from
different operators and constructing the service from
these segments. The wholesale provider also
operates Network Interface Devices (NIDs) which
terminate the end-to-end service and use them to
monitor the availability of the service through
Connectivity Fault Management (CFM). We put
ourselves in the shoes of such a wholesale provider.

Review of Previous Program Phases — We
kicked off this test program in January 2010 in a
pilot phase with the goal of testing basic ENNI
connectivity and resiliency against link failures
among service providers connected at ancotel’s
interconnection facility in Frankfurt/Germany. In
March we added the evaluation of remote locations
all across Europe using Network Interface Devices
(NIDs), an interconnect fabric which simultaneously
services all Ethernet Virtual Connections (EVCs), and
tests which focus on the MEF specified ENNI and
Class of Service (CoS) mapping. Both reports can be
found at www.eantc.de/cegi2010
Third Phase - This white paper report documents
now the third phase of this test program where we
built upon the previous phase - retaining the use of
an interconnect fabric, customer interfacing NIDs,
and various European sites - by adding multiple
exchange points, expanding the geographical
scope into North America, and adding tests of
Ethernet Service OAM and Performance Monitoring.

UNI

ENNI

We implemented Carrier Ethernet services between
multiple pairs of the providers, interconnecting those
based in Europe in Frankfurt, and those based in the
USA in Newark, New Jersey, and finally connecting
the two central points over a transatlantic link from
Expereo International (MEN C in Figure 1). Each
participating provider network (except for the transatlantic link) provisioned three ports for the test,
including one for the link to the nearest Interconnect
Facility and two for the two different customers. For
each provider, inmost cases one customer port was
located at a remote location in Europe or USA,
while the other customer port was provisioned within
proximity of the interconnect facility.
All customer ports were connected to the NIDs
configured with Ethernet loopback and CFM
functionality. We verified the connectivity, VLAN
and CoS mapping as well as bandwidth profile
functionality in each separate provider network by
injecting test traffic at the interconnection facility at
ancotel or Equinix and having it looped back to the
analyzer by the NIDs. In addition, we verified the
CFM setup and correct forwarding of the CFM
messages through MENs. The logical setup of such
local testing scenario is shown in Figure 1. In
addition, we established maintenance associations
(MAs) spanning the end-to-end Ethernet services.
We verified basic CFM functionality by using CFM
Continuity Check, Loopback and Linktrace.

Alcatel-Lucent
7750 SR-c12 @ ancotel

Spirent
TestCenterLive

ENNI

MRV OS904
NIDs

Alcatel-Lucent
7450 ESS-7 @ Equinix

MEN C

ENNI

MEN B

Wholesale operator MEN

Loopback

Customer A OVCs

Figure 1: Logical Test Scenario

(Transatlantic connection)

ENNI
MEN A

Spirent
TestCenter

Spirent
TestCenterLive

Customer B OVCs
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Operator Networks
We verified EVPL services from several Carrier
Ethernet providers during the tests. For consistency,
we referred to these networks as "Operator MEN",
while the term "Provider" was reserved for the
emulated wholesale provider implementing the multisegment end-to-end services. Beeline, BICS, Tinet,
Expereo, TeraGate, Ucomline, and Kazakhtelecom
participated as Operator MENs in Europe,
connecting to the ancotel exchange and XO in
North America, connecting to the Equinix exchange.
In addition, Expereo provided a transatlantic
connection between the exchanges acting logically
as a separate MEN for our tests.

nection between all attached services by mapping
specific SVLAN IDs on the ports facing providers to
desired port and SVLAN ID used by the peering
partner. In addition, the switch provided a solution
for the operators whose equipment lacked full ENNI
functionality; allowing, for example, connection
between those supporting 802.1ad and those not.
Many providers support different CoS classes in their
networks, and in most cases they are defined and
encoded differently. For services implemented across
multiple providers, it is crucial to support a common
scheme between the providers in order to maintain
correct QoS definitions across the entire service.
MEF23 defines such a scheme for CoS and frame
color, and specifies the mapping to be used. With

Figure 2: Geographic Test Coverage
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Each operator configured a set of services for each
of its two customers A and B represented by the two
subscriber ports, and was requested to configure
multiple OVCs in their network in accordance with
the interconnection plan defined by EANTC.
Operator MENs had to establish mapping of
specific S-VLAN IDs at one of the customer ports and
the port facing the interconnection facility to the
same OVC. The actual mechanism of how the frame
forwarding was implemented in the provider’s
network was not in scope to the tests. As in Phase 2
of the Global Interconnect testing, the interfaces to
the subscriber are implemented as ENNI.

Exchange / Interconnect MEN
The interconnection facility concept plays an
important role in our scenario, as it allows a flexible
configuration of the interconnection service between
two providers. Instead of arranging the VLAN and
CoS mapping parameters for each pair of providers,
and providing a separate Ethernet link between
them, the interconnection facility may become a
central "meeting point" for Carrier Ethernet
providers, by arranging interconnections between
multiple providers’ services. The two participating
interconnection facilities at ancotel in Frankfurt and
Equinix in New York provided ENNI interfaces to all
provider MENs and thus acted as transit MENs
themselves.
The interconnection functionality was realized by a
Alcatel-Lucent 7750 SR-c12 at the ancotel location
and an Alcatel-Lucent 7450 ESS-7 at the Equinix
location. The switch provided simultaneous intercon-

the help of the Alcatel-Lucent interconnect switches
we were able to provide mapping between the
classes of services used by the providers and the
standard classes defined by MEF23.

Ethernet Network Interface Devices
(NIDs)
Ethernet Network Interface Devices ("NIDs") were
used to terminate the end-to-end services at the
customer ports of the operator MENs. MRV provided
OS904s - the carrier grade Carrier Ethernet demarcation device provided by MRV.
In order to test with emulated customer traffic, we put
the NIDs in Ethernet loopback mode, causing them
to return all traffic received from the MEN back to
the source. This way we could generate traffic from
our Spirent test equipment. In other tests, the MRV
904s themselves played active role by generating
traffic using their hardware based RFC2544 tests.
We also configured CFM protocol instances on the
NIDs and executed Continuity Check, Linktrace and
Loopback against the opposite side.

Test Equipment
Spirent provided us with a Spirent TestCenter Live
system with distributed probes located at Equinix in
Newark and at ancotel in Frankfurt. Two ports were
connected between each Spirent TestCenter Live
probe and each interconnect switch - one for “active
testing” (generating traffic) and one for “passive
testing” (monitoring and capturing traffic).

Test Results

Operator

NID Location

Beeline

Frankfurt

BICS

Brussels, Frankfurt

Expereo International

Istanbul, Frankfurt

Kazakhtelecom

Frankfurt

TeraGate

Frankfurt

Tinet

London, Frankfurta

Ucomline

Simferopol, Frankfurt

XO

New York

a.

Operator site, else “Frankfurt” indicates ancotel site.

The system was used to send loopback traffic and
analyze how traffic was mapped at the interconnect
switch. The system was key in our debugging and
validation, allowing us the insight to see how traffic
looked between systems. We also used the system to
measure the latency of each Operator MEN. Finally,
we also used a Spirent TestCenter to perform our
bandwidth profile testing.

TEST RESULTS
Since the goal of the test was not to create a competitive performance analysis amongst providers as
much as it was to evaluate the state of the art, what
we present as results is what we were able to
achieve in the three weeks of testing amongst the
multiple parties. Naturally, performance metrics
were nevertheless recorded for internal documentation and as a sanity check which you will find we
still discuss to some extent.
We were reminded of the range of time it can take
to establish a service amongst several parties. The
act of coordinating equipment allocation and service
provisioning across multiple providers in multiple
locations and time zones proved to be a time
consuming exercise. Without agreed-upon interconnect agreements among the providers defining
the service configuration and service level agreements in advance, completing any testing in three
weeks would likely have been impossible.
The results show that there is still much progress to
be made, but things are moving. ENNI availability
is increasing, however OAM tools are still new, and
bandwidth profiles prove to be a challenge.

Test Results: ENNI Interconnect
As a baseline, all operators went through a verification of ENNI mapping. Operator MENs were
asked to configure ENNI interfaces (802.1ad
based) towards each MRV OS904, and towards the
exchange point. We then ran bidirectional traffic both unicast and multicast - and verified that encapsulation was consistent. ENNI was used towards the

NIDs as they represented a separate administrative
domain - the wholesale service provider.
Six operators, represented by their Carrier Ethernet
capable networks participated in the test. We
verified the proper mapping of Service VLAN (SVLAN) IDs, and measured packet loss, delay and
delay variation of customer data transmitted across
both operator network (including the interconnect
switch and two NIDs).
All except 2 operators supported “double-tagged”
IEEE 802.1ad based ENNIs with Ethertype 0x88A8.
A full mesh of services was established between
these providers. Others used “Q-in-Q)” - stacked
VLAN headers, each with 0x8100 Ethertype. Two
used IEEE 802.1Q interfaces, or UNI, towards the
NIDs. Tests were successfully completed using the
Spirent TestCenter Live towards the following NIDs:
Beeline (Frankfurt), Expereo (local), Teragate
(Frankfurt), Tinet (Frankfurt), Tinet (London), Kazakhtelecom (Frankfurt), Ucomline (Frankfurt), and XO
(New York).
We stumbled on some interesting findings along the
way, which one could imagine a wholesale provider
could end up seeing later on. The built-in RFC2544
test in the MRV OS904 for Ethernet generates
Y.1731 Ethernet OAM frames. Ethernet OAM
frames however are not service frames and thus in
many cases were processed by the operators’ intermediate nodes and over-running their CPUs. Using
the loopback functionality of the NID we have
traversed back all traffic sent on the EVCs by
swapping incoming traffic MAC addresses. In
repeating this test with multicast traffic, we
discovered some differences in terms of the transparency of operators’ services. Some operators
checked for invalid frames, dropping traffic with
multicast source addresses (which is an illegal
address in nature), and some not - something for the
standards bodies to consider.

Test Results: Ethernet Service OAM
Connectivity Fault Management (CFM) defined in
IEEE 802.1ag defines tools for multiple parties service providers, network operators and even the
end user - to monitor and verify the continuity of a
Carrier Ethernet service and determine the segments
responsible for a fault. This isolation is achieved
through the definition of multiple maintenance
associations, distinct by their hierarchy level (e.g.
customer, provider, network segment, down to
specific physical connections) and by the service
association (e.g. VLANs of different customers). An
entity of a higher level is able to monitor the service
between the Maintenance End Points (MEPs).
Our first verification was for CFM transparency. In
the case that a provider does not support CFM
within their network, a network could still allow
customers to create their own end-to-end Maintenance Domains (MD) over the service transparently.
Expereo, Teragate, Tinet, Ucomline and XO all
allowed this transparency.
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Expereo also passed tests for implementing CFM
within the network. After Maintenance Association
information was coordinated, we were able to run
Linktraces between a pair of MRV OS904 NIDs, and
not only did the far-end NID respond, but so did the
Maintenance Intermediate Points (MIPs) from
Expereo.
On the equipment of some of the service providers
we discovered an unexpected conflict between the
CFM and CoS configuration which prevented these
devices to be visible on a CFM Linktrace. According
to the IEEE 802.1ag standard, the CFM messages
should be transmitted with a configurable priority
value, and by default use the highest priority class
that is allowed to be forwarded on this specific
service. It appears that this requirement was interpreted incorrectly and caused the frames, including
the Linktrace Response (LTR) messages to be transmitted with PCP bits set to 7. In the MEF23compatible configuration (see next session) however
this caused the frames to be discarded by CoSaware equipment.

the burst size budgets should cause frames to be
marked Yellow or Red, even when the average
bandwidth is relatively low. The configuration was
identical for each of the supported classes “H”, “M”
and “L”, specifying 1000 kbit/s CIR and 1000 kbit/
s EIR, resulting in each class being able to carry up
to 2000 kbit/s and each OVC up to 6000 kbit/s.
We also defined the Committed Burst Size (CBS)
and Excess Burst Size (EBS) as eight times the
Maximum Transmit Unit (MTU) in order to test the
traffic burst shaping.

Expereo
Equinix

Spirent
TestCenter Live

ancotel
Ucomline

Tinet
XO
Spirent
TestCenter

Test Results: Bandwidth Profiles
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Bandwidth Profiles can limit traffic (via either
shaping or policing), and mark traffic which could
potentially later be limited (coloring). We verified
the bandwidth profile implementations of the
providers supporting this feature on their equipment.
As a precondition we also verified the correct CoS
mapping configuration - something we verified in
Phase II of our test program, but things can always
change, and we also had some new participants.
As in the previous phase, the classes of service used
by the providers at the interconnect facility interfaces
had to adhere to MEF23 definitions which require
using S-VLAN PCP bits for marking the CoS and the
color. Values 0-1 marked “L” class, 2-3 marked “M”
and 4-5 “H”, Yellow and Green respectively. Values
6-7 were mapped to “Discard”.
The application of a bandwidth profile can occur at
various parts of the network - UNI, ENNI, ingress,
egress, etc. The participating providers were to
configure an ingress bandwidth profile on the ENNI
interface of their networks facing the interconnect
facility. The same profiles had to be configured for
all supported classes of service including parameters
for Green and Yellow (colored) traffic.
The Bandwidth Profile (BWP) parameters tested
included Committed Information Rate (CIR), which
defines the guaranteed bandwidth available for a
service, and Excess Information Rate (EIR), which
defines the maximum allowed excess traffic if and
when available. Traffic that exceeds the CIR and
uses EIR budget is marked as “Yellow” and may
expect less preferential handling. Traffic which
exceeds the sum of CIR+EIR should be discarded (in
Bandwidth Profile terminology - “marked Red”).
Similarly, the BWP algorithm is able to recognize
and limit bursts of frames. The guaranteed and
maximum allowed burst sizes are controlled by the
CBS and EBS parameters respectively. Exceeding of

Teragate

Provider
ME level
Operator
ME Level
Up MEP
Linktrace
Response

MIP
CFM
Transparency

Bandwidth Profiles Tested

Maintenance
Association
MRV OS904
(NID)
Alcatel-Lucent
equipment

Figure 3: CoS and CFM Results
Expereo, Teragate, Ucomline, and BICS signed up
for the test. Expereo supported color marking which
allowed us to observe the correct internal Bandwidth
Profile algorithm operation by comparing not only
the total bandwidth, but also the bandwidth of a
specific color to the expected values. Other
providers, using color marking internally, mapped
all traffic to Green when transferring it to other
providers or NIDs. In this case we could evaluate the
total resulting bandwidth which was expected to
match the sum of CIR and EIR.
In order to achieve maximum accuracy for the
bandwidth measurement and prevent the interference, we conducted the bandwidth profile tests
with each provider separately. For this purpose, the
Spirent TestCenter was attached directly to the interconnection facility at ancotel and the services were
redirected from their counter-part Operator MEN, to
the TestCenter port. We generated traffic with
markings corresponding to all classes supported by
the provider and having Green color. The traffic
passing through the tested MEN was shaped at the
ingress and arrived at the NID where it was looped

Test Results

back. We captured and analyzed the returning
traffic to determine the bandwidth, CoS and color
mappings after the shaping.

About EANTC
The European Advanced Networking
Test Center (EANTC) offers independent
telecom network test services for
manufacturers, service providers and
enterprise customers. Business areas
include interoperability, conformance
and perform-ance testing for IP, MPLS,
Mobile Backhaul, VoIP, Carrier Ethernet,
Triple Play, and IP applications.

We were able to successfully test the BWP functionality on the services of Expereo and Teragate. Both
providers were able to resolve the initial problems
with the BWP and CoS mapping configuration. In
one case the CBS/EBS could not be set to the
desired value without major effort but the functionality was successfully tested with the default setting.
During the tests we observed that the definition of
CIR/EIR and CBS/EBS parameters are calculated
differently. In some cases, the size of the frame was
calculated at Layer 1 and included the preamble
and the inter-frame gap. On other equipment it was
calculated at Layer 2 and only included MAC layer
data and payload. The ENNI specification does not
explicitly specify the basis for frame size calculation
which may lead to such differences in interpretation something to be considered for the following phases
of the standard.

About ancotel
ancotel GmbH, founded in 1999 and headquartered in
Frankfurt am Main, operates the largest and most significant
telecommunications and data hub in continental Europe with
more than 380 service providers out of 59 countries co-located
and interconnected in its neutral carrier hotel. As an
independent company, ancotel is a leading provider of colocation services as well as managed services in the area of
virtualized carrier transport and interconnection infrastructure
for legacy and NGN networks, including TDM, VoIP, IP/MPLS
and Carrier Ethernet.

About Beeline
Issue Summary
Below is a summarized list of issues we encountered.
Issue

Solution / Conclusion

Looped back multicast
traffic is dropped by some
equipment

Only some equipment drops
traffic with multicast source
MAC address

C-VLAN tag removed and
PCP bits are set to 0

CFM related, issue resolved
when CFM was disabled

Multiple VLAN IDs per
MA per port not possible

None - ticket opened.

Only one LTR is returned
when MEPs are configured on a single device.

In some systems only one MIP
can be created on a given
VLAN.

LTRs marked to CoS value
7 by default

Changed default CoS value
for LTR frames to 5 (only
possible on some equipment).

All Yellow traffic was also
demoted to a lower CoS

Fixed via reconfiguration

CFM frames could not use
S-VLAN TPID 0x88A8

Fixed by firmware upgrade

RFC2544 tests return low
throughput results

Generic IP traffic instead of
Y.1731 frames

CBS/EBS could not be
reconfigured without
tearing down the service.

Test performed with adjusted
parameters (CBS=21KB
instead of 8*MTU)

Frame measurement for
CIR/EIR and CBS/EBS
done at different layers.

Test performed by taking the
differences into account.

Beeline is the brand of the Group of Companies VimpelCom.
Beeline is one of the national leaders in providing voice and
data services through a range of wireless, fixed and broadband
services. Beeline is a leading global telecom operator, with a
combined active mobile subscriber base of nearly 90 million
customers across the Company’s markets in Kazakhstan,
Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Georgia, Armenia, Vietnam
and Cambodia, including its core markets of Russia and
Ukraine. Beeline is also in the prestigious «Top 100 Most
Valuable Global Brands» ranking with an estimated value of
$8.16 billion according to Millward Brown Optimor research.
The Beeline Brand is one of the most recognized names in
Russia and the CIStd.’s headquarters now in Amsterdam,
Netherlands. www.b2b.beeline.ru

About BICS
BICS is a leading global carrier of voice, data and value added
services to over 700 wireless, wireline and service providers.
The company owns a worldwide network of fiber optics,
submarine cables and satellite connectivity. Furthermore the
core backbone is built according to the latest optical technology
which recently enabled the full deployment of a state-of-the-art
carrier class native Ethernet network. BICS is at the forefront of
the international communications industry, acting as a catalyst
for growth, both in terms of traffic and reach. BICS aims to
enable global interworking across all networks, technologies
and services. As a result of this approach and the joint ventures
with Swisscom ICS and MTN ICS, BICS is now one of the
largest wholesale voice carriers and a world leader in data
transit services. www.bics.com

About Equinix
Equinix, Inc. (Nasdaq: EQIX) provides global data center
services that ensure the vitality of the information-driven world.
Global enterprises, content and financial companies, and
network service providers rely upon Equinix’s insight and
expertise to protect and connect their most valued information
assets. Equinix operates 51 International Business Exchange™
(IBX®) and partner data centers across 19 markets in North
America, Europe and Asia-Pacific. www.equinix.com

About Kazakhtelecom
JSC «Kazakhtelecom» is the national carrier of Kazakhstan and one
of the fastest growing telecommunications companies in the former
Soviet Union, provides a broad spectrum of infocomm services. The
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company employs about 30 thousand people. JSC
«Kazakhtelecom» has regional offices in each area of the country
and provides services throughout the country. JSC «Kazakhtelecom»
closely cooperates and works with more than 40 operators from
both near and far abroad. For the further development of the Group
of companies JSC «Kazakhtelecom» 5 identifies priority areas:
enhancing the level and quality of infrastructure and services,
development of broadband access and the Internet, the rapid
introduction of new value added services, the growth in the mobile
segment, access to foreign markets. http://www.telecom.kz

About Tinet
Tinet, formerly the carrier arm of Tiscali Group, is the only
global carrier exclusively committed to the IP/MPLS wholesale
market. With network presence and customers in EMEA,
Americas and APAC, Tinet provides global IP Transit and
Ethernet connectivity to Carriers, Service and Content Providers
worldwide, within 7 working days. The carrier guarantees
customers proactive management of SLAs and protection from
DDoS attacks. Established in 2002, Tinet’s unique business
model, based on focus and simplicity, assures the delivery of the
highest standard of service. Tinet has grown to become one of
the top 10 global IPv4 backbones and the number one IPv6
network worldwide. www.tinet.net

About Ucomline LTD - Member of
VEGA TELECOM Group
VEGA TELECOM is the largest alternative fixed operator in
Ukraine providing full scale of telecom services in fixed retail
and wholesale markets, serving more than one million
subscribers in retail telephony and data services. UCOMLINE is
a wholesale division of VEGA TELECOM Group. VEGA
TELECOM owns and operates a nationwide fiber-optic network,
DWDM backbone and robust metro networks as well as a highly
developed and modern MPLS network. www.vegatele.com

Vendor Sponsors
Alcatel-Lucent www.alcatel-lucent.com
MRV Communications www.mrv.com

About Expereo International
Expereo is a leading global Hybrid Network Operator
providing a unique portfolio of wholesale connectivity services
in more than 200 countries to international carriers, system
integrators and solutions providers. We offer full MEF
compliant last-mile Carrier Ethernet through our Global Ethernet
eXchange (GEX) platform, as well as Internet access (DSL,
cable, leased line, wireless, 3G), VPN, hardware and local onsite support. All services include 24x7 support via our
redundant global Network Operations Centers in Amsterdam
and Singapore. www.expereo.com

About TeraGate AG
TeraGate is Germany’s technologically leading service provider
for Next Generation Corporate WAN. We offer national and
international solutions to company communication based on
intelligent Ethernet and customized links to data centers.
TeraGate focuses on medium-sized business customers and
large enterprises. Individual service and systematic quality
management are the hallmarks of our solutions. The TeraGate
AG head office is in Munich. Our technical headquarters are in
Frankfurt and we can also be found in Hamburg and
Düsseldorf/Neuss. TeraGate AG is a company of Deutsche
Bank Industrial Holdings GmbH, a subsidiary of Deutsche Bank
AG, and of EGORA Holding GmbH. www.teragate.de

About XO
XO Communications, a subsidiary of XO Holdings, Inc.
(OTCBB: XOHO), is a leading nationwide provider of
advanced broadband communications services and solutions
for businesses, enterprises, government, carriers and service
providers. Its customers include more than half of the Fortune
500, in addition to leading cable companies, carriers, content
providers and mobile network operators. Utilizing its unique
combination of high-capacity nationwide and metro networks
and broadband wireless capabilities, XO offers customers a
broad range of managed voice, data and IP services with
proven performance, scalability and value in more than 75
metropolitan markets across the United States. For more
information, visit www.xo.com

Spirent Communications www.spirent.com

EANTC AG
European Advanced Networking Test
Center

ancotel GmbH
Headquarter Germany
colocation services
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